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This study proposes a rapid process for fabricating metallic microfibers: vibration chiseling. A
parallelogram-shaped vibration is superimposed on the tool using a two-dimensional non-resonant
vibration device, while the tool moves backward relative to conventional cutting. In this way, the mate-
rial can be chiseled out from the surface as a chip during each vibration cycle to form a microfiber.
Increasing the tool vibration frequency allows the short fibers to be produced rapidly. The tool vibration
trajectory, tool shape, backward-moving velocity, and depth of cut (DoC) are the crucial parameters that
control the microfiber’s geometries. Machining tests have been conducted on copper under different tool-
moving velocities and DoC to verify the efficacy of the proposed process. Copper microfibers with a length
of tens to hundreds of microns and a diameter of 2� 4 lmhave been successfully fabricated, demonstrat-
ing that vibration chiseling has good reproducibility, controllability, and efficiency.

� 2023 Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME). Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metallic microfibers are increasingly used in industrial applica-
tions due to their excellent thermal corrosion resistance, thermal
conductivity, and electric conductivity [1–3]. They exist in differ-
ent forms and diameters, including long, continuous, and short
fibers [4]. In particular, short microfiber is defined as fiber with a
length/diameter ratio of less than 100 [5], which has been widely
applied in composites, filtration, biomedicine, et al. For example,
the metal matrix composite reinforced by short metallic microfi-
bers provides higher structural strength, stiffness, and fatigue life
[4,6,7]. The sintered filtration fabricated by short metallic microfi-
bers in combination with metal powders has a high level of filtra-
tion with unique permeability [8–10]. In addition, short metallic
microfibers can be used in biomedical testing to facilitate disease
detection [11]. The application progress of metallic short microfi-
bers relies on high-throughput and cost-effective fabrication.

Currently, the fabrication methods for metallic microfibers
mainly include bundle drawing [12], melt spinning [13], and
cutting [5]. Bundle drawing is the most widely used manufacturing
process for metallic fibers due to its high efficiency [4]. Thousands
of wires tied together are stretched through a mold to generate
fibers with the required diameter [14]. However, it is difficult for
bundle drawing to process short microfibers due to the limitation
of cutting fibers off. Melt spinning can produce continuous fibers
via the rapid solidification of liquid metal using a rotating cooled
wheel. However, the fabricated fibers by melt spinning are fre-
quently coarse, and the fiber’s diameter cannot be down to 10
lm [15]. Cutting using multi-tooth tool cuts metal fibers from
the workpiece clamped on the machine tool [16,17], which is more
suitable for fabricating long, continuous metallic microfibers than
short metallic microfibers. The other cutting process, nanoskiving,
could also be used to process short metallic microfibers with a
width of less than one lm [18,19]. However, nanoskiving has the
drawbacks of low efficiency and tedious procedure. So, it is still a
challenging problem to fabricate short metallic microfibers rapidly
and in large quantities.

This study proposes a vibration chiseling process to fabricate
short metallic microfibers rapidly. In vibration chiseling, a
parallelogram-shaped vibration trajectory is added to the tool,
which moves in the backward direction. As a result, vibration chis-
eling can fabricate short metallic microfibers with a uniform shape
and controllable length, which makes up for the shortcomings of
existing methods.
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2. Process principle of vibration chiseling

The principle of vibration chiseling is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
parallelogram-shaped vibration is superimposed on the diamond
tool, which simultaneously moves in the backward direction rela-
tive to conventional cutting. The parallelogram-shaped tool vibra-
tion coupling with its backward motion forms a unique
overlapping tool trajectory, enabling the tool to chisel the material
from the surface in each vibration cycle to produce a short micro-
fiber. The chiseling process in one vibration cycle can be separated
into four steps, as shown in Fig. 1b. First, the tool moves backward
from the start point along the workpiece surface. Then, the tool
chisels into the workpiece surface along the DoC direction to cut
apart the material. Third, the tool moves forward to cut off the
material to generate a microfiber. Finally, the tool moves upward
to the workpiece surface to start a new cutting cycle. Since each
vibration cycle produces one microfiber, the chiseling can be very
efficient by adopting a high vibration frequency.

The crucial processing parameters of vibration chiseling con-
trolling microfibers’ geometries are the tool vibration (trajectory
and frequency f), nominal moving velocity Vc, tool shape, and
DoC. For example, as shown in Fig. 1b, the length of microfiber is
governed by the tool nose radius and DoC. The width of microfiber
can be controlled by the DoC and vibration trajectory. And the
thickness of microfiber is determined by Vc/f and the vibration tra-
jectory. Since these processing parameters are easily kept constant,
the shape of fabricated microfibers can be highly uniform, giving
vibration chiseling high process controllability and reproducibility.
Fig. 1. Process principle of vibration chiseling. (a) 3D schematic diagram of vib
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3. Experimental design

A series of machining experiments were carried out to verify the
efficacy of the proposed vibration chiseling. The experiment plat-
form consists of a three-axis stage (Aerotech, ANT 130) and a linear
actuator (Aerotech, ACT 165), as shown in Fig. 2a. A copper work-
piece is fixed on the three-axis stage through an inclination stage,
which is for level adjustment with the help of a capacitive displace-
ment sensor (MicroSense probe 5810). The three-axis stage can
provide the control of DoC. In addition, a 2D non-resonant vibra-
tion device is mounted on the linear actuator to provide the tool’s
moving motion relative to the workpiece. A single-point circular
diamond tool (Yuhe, nose radius: 3 mm, rake angle: 0�, clearance:
10�) is fixed on the end effector of the vibration device.

The 2D vibration device is used to generate the parallelogram-
shaped tool vibration. The vibration device’s mechanical design
and control scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2b. The device uses two
piezoelectric stacks (Thorlabs PK4FQP1) to provide two vibrations
in orthogonal directions. In addition, it adopts spring flexure hinges
for vibration decoupling. The control signal is generated by an NI
DAQ board (NI PCIE 6361), then amplified by a power amplifier
(Piezodrive PX 200). As a result, the displacement-voltage control
equation can be expressed:
X
Y

� �
¼ AxL -AxR

AyL AyR

� �
UL

UR

� �

Where X,Y are the displacements along the X, Y-axis, UL and UR

are the input voltage of the left and right stacks, the coefficients
ration chiseling; (b) detained 2D schematic diagram of vibration chiseling.



Fig. 2. Experimental and FEA setups. (a) Experimental setup; (b) 2D vibration device; (c) ideal and measured vibration trajectories; (d) displacement decomposition in X, Y
directions; (e) input voltages of left and right piezoelectric stack; (f) FEA model.
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AxL, AxR, AyL, and AyR have been obtained through vibration tests:
AxL = 1.26 lm/V, AxR = 1.28 lm/V, AyL = 0.92 lm/V, and AyR =
0.88 lm/V. Using the control equation, the parallelogram-shaped
tool vibration with a frequency of 100 Hz has been generated, with
measurement results shown in Fig. 2c. The length and height of the
parallelogram are 13.7 and 5 lm, respectively. The tool displace-
ments and input voltages in two directions are shown in Fig. 2d
and e.

The machining experiments consist of tool forward-moving and
backward-moving cutting for comparison. The experiments are
performed under different DoC (0 � 5 lm) and tool moving veloc-
ities (0.1 � 1 mm/s). The machining process was photographed
in situ using a digital microscope (Leipan MS5, 100X). After the
machining experiment, a scanning electron microscope (ZEISS,
sigma 500) was used to observe the copper surface and analyze
the geometries of the obtained microfibers.

Moreover, to further explore the fiber generation mechanism in
vibration chiseling, a finite element analysis (FEA) model was
developed using Abaqus 6.14. The geometric model
(100 � 30 lm) and boundary conditions of the FEA are shown in
Fig. 2f. The backward-moving velocity is set as 5 mm/s, and the
DoC is 5 lm. The mechanical properties and the Johnson-Cook con-
stitutive parameters used in the FEA are shown in Table 1 [20–22].

4. Results and discussion

Copper short microfibers with uniform shapes have been suc-
cessfully fabricated using the proposed vibration chiseling process.
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The experimental results for forward- and backward-moving cut-
ting under the same tool vibration trajectories are compared in
Fig. 3 (See the attached videos 1 and 2 for details of the machining
process). Separated microfibers regularly lie on the copper work-
piece surface in vibration chiseling using the backward-moving
tool. The microfibers have a fine curved spindle shape due to the
circular arc of the tool nose. The length of the microfiber is
323 lm, the width is 4 lm, and the sharp angles of the two ends
are 15.6� and 16�, respectively. In contrast, only a continuous chip
appears on the copper workpiece surface in the tool’s forward-
moving vibration cutting. These results demonstrate that the back-
ward tool moving is requisite for the vibration chiseling process.

In addition to the backward tool moving, the parallelogram-
shaped tool vibration also plays a critical role in the vibration chis-
eling. The FEA results demonstrate the impact of the tool vibration:
structural separation, shape control, and fiber forming, as shown in
Fig. 4a. In one vibration cycle, the tool first cuts into the cupper
surface and gradually cuts apart the material along the parallelo-
gram’s right hypotenuse; then the fiber forms in the process with
a visible stress concentration; the tool moves back in the horizon-
tal direction and completely separates the fiber from the work-
piece. The simulated results of fiber generation correspond well
with the experimental results that the produced short microfibers
have a curved spindle shape. Besides, an apparent stress concentra-
tion occurs on the interface between the tool flank face and
material. This stress concentration is because the tool clearance
angle (10�) is smaller than the cutting path’s inclination angle
(22�), which induces the interaction of the tool flank face with



Table 1
Mechanical properties and Johnson-Cook constitutive parameters of copper.

Density
(kg/m3)

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Thermal conductivity (W/m�K) Specific heat (J/kg�K)

8940 100 0.31 386 383
A/MPa B/MPa n C m
99.7 263 0.23 0.029 0.98

Fig. 3. Machining results comparison between tool forward- and backward-moving cutting. (a)(c)(e)(g)(h): backward-moving cutting; (b)(d)(f): forward-moving cutting.
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Fig. 4. FEA simulation and shape of microfibers. (a) FEA of fiber generation; (b) FEA for the tool clearance angle of 30�; (c) length of microfiber; (d) width of microfiber. The
number of samples is five.
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the workpiece material. As copper is a typical easy-to-cut material,
this stress concentration would not cause extensive tool wear,
which was not found in the experiment. However, progressive tool
wear may be stimulated by this stress concentration. FEA with a
larger tool clearance angle of 30� has been performed with results
shown in Fig. 4b (the color bar is the same for all FEA). No signifi-
cant interaction of the tool flank face with the workpiece material
can be identified. Therefore, the tool flank face and material inter-
action can be avoided by the tool design with a larger clearance
angle (the clearance angle needs to be larger than the cutting
path’s inclination angle).

The vibration chiseling demonstrates excellent process control-
lability regarding the shape of microfibers. Fig. 4c shows the mea-
surement results of the length of fabricated microfibers, as well as
the theoretical dependency of the length of microfibers on the DoC
and tool nose radius. The experimental results show that the
length of microfibers increases with the DoC, which agrees well
with the theoretical results. Fig. 4d shows the statistical results
of the width under different Vc/f. Overall, with the increase of the
period Vc/f, the width gradually tends to increase. However, the
width interval is mainly between 2 and 4 lm due to the limitations
of the selected processing parameters. Copper nanowires with a
width of less than 1 lm could be fabricated using the vibration
chiseling process with reduced Vc/f. Moreover, the vibration chisel-
ing is not limited to copper material. Metallic materials with excel-
lent plasticity and machinability, such as gold, silver, and
aluminum, can be processed by vibration chiseling to fabricate
microfibers. Besides, the processing efficiency could be increased
hundreds of times using an ultrasonic vibration device to substi-
tute the parallelogram with a slim ellipse.

The collecting, handling, and stacking are necessary procedures
before applying microfibers. During processing, the generated
short metallic microfibers are overlaid on the surface and easy to
collect, as shown in the attached video 1. Then, the collected
microfibers are cleaned using an ultrasonic cleaner with agents like
anhydrous ethanol and dried in the air. After the procedures above,
the microfibers can be packed into a drying box for further use.
However, the fabricated microfibers are challenging to stack due
to their length and cross-section, though it is unnecessary to stack
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them regularly for some applications such as filtration and
composites.

The microfibers generated by vibration chiseling have curved
cross-section that strongly differs from the shape of the fibers gen-
erated by the established alternatives like bundle drawing. This
unique curved cross-section would be beneficial or harmful for dif-
ferent applications. For example, curved structures can form more
holes to improve the filterability of the filter. They can also provide
more reaction sites for the high-performance microreactor. How-
ever, for the application of metallic fiber composites, the strength
of microfiber with a curved cross-section may not be large enough.

5. Conclusion

This study proposes a vibration chiseling process for rapidly
fabricating metallic microfibers. A 2D non-resonant vibration cut-
ting device is used to generate a parallelogram-shaped tool vibra-
tion trajectory. Machining tests and FEA are conducted to verify the
efficacy and explore the underlying process mechanism of vibra-
tion chiseling. The main conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) In vibration chiseling, the parallelogram-shaped tool vibra-
tion coupling with its backward motion forms a unique
overlapping tool trajectory, which makes the material chis-
eled out in each vibration cycle to produce a short microfi-
ber. Uniform copper short microfibers with a curved
spindle shape (a length of tens to hundreds of microns) have
been successfully fabricated, verifying the efficacy of vibra-
tion chiseling.

(2) Backward tool moving and parallelogram-shaped vibration
are requisites for vibration chiseling. A continuous chip
rather than separated fiber is generated if the tool moves
in the conventional forward direction. FEA demonstrates
that the parallelogram-shaped vibration divides the chisel-
ing process into tool cut-in, chip deforming, and fiber sepa-
rating in each vibration cycle.

(3) Vibration chiseling has the advantage of high efficiency,
reproducibility, and shape controllability, especially for the
length of metallic microfibers. Tool vibration (trajectory
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and frequency f), nominal moving velocity Vc, tool shape,
and DoC are the crucial processing parameters that control
microfibers’ geometries. The length of microfiber has a pos-
itive correlation with DoC and too nose radius. The width of
microfiber gradually increases with the increase of the per-
iod Vc/f.
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